Wildlife camerawoman Gail Jenkinson

Learning
from the
experts

F

Oceans, rivers and rain
“I’ve been very lucky to have travelled to some really
interesting places on some wonderful shoots,” Gail told
me. For instance, filming mountain gorillas in Uganda was
a “total privilege”, as was her recent month-long visit to
Oman for an underwater assignment filming cuttlefish. “I’m
not a marine biologist, so I don’t have a huge amount of
knowledge of the species; but I learnt on the job about what
they are and how they behave. The chance to spend time
with a particular species and to observe them so closely was
utterly fascinating.” For Gail, what makes these shoots so
special is the thought that the creatures “have a whole life, a
whole existence, all continuing even though we’re not there
watching them any more – I love that!”
Gail recalled her favourite shoot so far, which involved
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The key element is personality, over kit,
logistics or environment every time... you
can be out on a rainy night shoot and it
will feel fine because you and the rest of
the crew keep each other going.
10 days on a short stretch of the Zambezi river. “Really spending
time in an area, learning how the river moves, having enough
time to notice how the water has dropped, or to be able pass
by a part of the riverbank and know from this exactly where
you are, is a life- and career-affirming experience… Having
that time on location, in one small stretch of river, with hippos
keeping you up at night and rogue elephants wandering into
camp – and really knowing those animals – is a special treat.”
By contrast, her worst experiences at work have been
working with an unhappy crew. “You turn up on the first
day and everyone’s miserable and not helping each other
out.” You can never produce your best work in “a badly
oiled crew”. In that situation though, she told me, you just
have to get on with it and focus on the job in hand. You
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As mentioned above, Gail started off working in drama
(as a camera trainee for DoP Nick Dance) but the strong
desire to travel widely and to experience different
environments soon led her towards natural history
work instead. In getting to where she is today, she
has at times been selective in the jobs she has taken,
keeping a clear idea of what she was trying to achieve:
“I wanted to work on a certain level of programme,
or in a particular genre, and that has meant turning
down some jobs and maybe not always progressing
as quickly as I might have done. But I do believe that if
you’re going to climb a ladder, make sure it’s leaning
up against the right wall!”
One thing that makes Gail really stand out is the
wide range of disciplines in which she is trained.
Alongside her gimbal, aerial and crane operation,
she also specialises in underwater work: “About
30% of my work is underwater. I love it because it’s
like exploring another continent.” Of course, there are
challenges. Compared with filming on land, “You have
to treble your time, there are many limitations, comms are
extremely difficult, and you get less time with your subjects.”
Gail grew up diving but took her HSE qualification 10 years
ago. “It’s very important to be qualified in areas you want to
work in – and all knowledge is good knowledge.”
We also discussed the term “specialist camera operator”,
one she told me she is not very comfortable with as she
considers it to be overused. “I’m hesitant to say that, because
I’m not 20 years in the saddle travelling the world or a natural
history long lens operator, even though I guess I do specialise
in all these different areas.” She explains that the motivation
behind her numerous skills is that she loves “the difference in
a day – the variation is exciting”.

Much of HSE-qualified Gail’s work is underwater

you can. Would it not often be more interesting to have a
mixture of male/female perspectives on a topic?”
Gail also expressed the importance of “self-promoting”
the industry and how young children, including girls, should
be encouraged, even at school age, to look at the full range
of different jobs involved.“They should be shown that there is
a whole industry of different crafts. You go on a set and look
at the range of crafts there – not just the camera department,
but set design, sound and a whole load of other skills too.”
She also feels that women could be better at encouraging
other women. “Sometimes we can feel almost protective
over our position and don’t particularly want other women
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One of the greatest strengths of the GTC is the generosity with which many
experienced camera crew members share their expertise with those just starting
out in the industry. In a new series for Zerb, in which GTC student member
camera assistant Laura Jeacocke sets out to ‘learn from the experts’, Laura talks
to wildlife camerawoman Gail Jenkinson, who has some great advice for her.

rom the Kalahari to Somerset, the Zambezi to the
Antarctic, camerawoman Gail Jenkinson has filmed all
over the globe, working across a range of disciplines,
including underwater, crane and gimbal operation. Gail kindly
shared with me fascinating experiences from her long, varied
career, which started in drama before transitioning to natural
history and documentary work. In doing so, she provided
invaluable insights into our evolving industry, in which she feels
there are now more opportunities for women than ever before.

I do think that being a woman has made it a slower journey;
not necessarily harder, just slower. We shouldn’t have to
prove ourselves… in reality, women usually have a stronger
endurance and incredible attention to detail.

A modest multispecialist

Gail Jenkinson

Framing up
in Oman

can do so for a short time but it’s neither “enjoyable
nor effective”. For Gail, the key element is “personality
– over kit, logistics or environment every time... You
can be out on a rainy night shoot and it will feel fine
because you and the rest of the crew keep each other
going; on the other hand, you might be in a beautiful,
exotic hideaway, but with a miserable crew – and that
just ruins it all.”
Even though Gail already has such a wealth of travel
experiences, she hasn’t lost her zest for more: “There
are plenty of countries I still want to go to; I’ve visited
nowhere near enough, there’s so much more to see!”
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A woman’s perspective
Gail revealed that there are jobs where productions don’t want
to take on women just because “they think we won’t be able
to hack it” and that at times progress has seemed slow: “I do
think that being a woman has made it a slower journey; not
necessarily harder, just slower.” She described her frustration
at this: “We shouldn’t have to prove ourselves… in reality,
women usually have a stronger endurance and incredible
attention to detail.”
She recalled that: “As an assistant quite often I’d find the
guys were out the back smoking a cigarette, thinking about
other things, or just physically failing from poor self-care,
while the women were constantly at work. As a woman, if
you’ve got that far, you’re really dedicated to it and it’s your
main focus.” She also recommended that one way to think
about it is: “not what you can’t bring as a woman, but what
www.gtc.org.uk

Filming for Blue Planet 2 in Antarctica
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Travel: it’s your life in your hands
It’s clear that Gail considers personal care to be crucial on
foreign shoots: “If you’re on an expedition, and you’re carrying
gear, you need first of all to keep your body functioning,
clean and dry; personal care is number one on any job. Don’t
fail because of bodily limitations!” She suggests carrying your
own food to enable you to keep up blood sugar levels on a
long shoot, as well as drinking plenty of water rather than
coffee – “with people drinking a load of coffee they start to
get a bit antsy!”
Even though someone else will usually be in charge
of logistics, Gails advises that you still make sure to plan
and research wherever you’re going – look up the local
environment and see what may trip you up. If possible, draw
on local knowledge, which is worth an awful lot. Don’t rely
on other people for your own safety: “Ultimately, you will be
the only one who is completely aware where your own two
feet are going. It’s important never to fall into a false sense
of security, and always be aware – especially, for instance,
at night or when driving from an airport.” Having at least a
basic mechanical and electrical knowledge can also be a huge
advantage: “Be as self-sufficient as you can and only take the

A disciplined approach
Gail started out shooting stills on film
and talked about the importance of the
discipline that existed on film shoots. “I’m
glad I came from the discipline of film.
When that board clapped and the action
started, everyone would pull out their
A-game. You could literally hear money
rolling through the camera.” She also
lamented the frustration of overshooting:
“I still shoot too much even now;
everyone does. It’s hard to rein yourself
in. You know you have the shot, so why
second-guess it?”
Gail also commented that camera
democratisation means “every man and
his dog is now a photographer”. However,
taking time to learn the disciplines and
basics of camerawork is critical. The
“discipline of images is lacking nowadays; professional work
is diluted with badly exposed images”. She cited Henri CartierBresson’s concept of “the decisive moment” and explained
that in composing a scene you should think of your frame as
a painting: “Choose each object within it.”

Don’t let the kit drag you down
When asked about owning kit, Gail replied: “I don’t own
kit because it changes so frequently”. In fact, she likes the
“versatility of using different cameras” and doesn’t “want kit
to be the reason why [she] does a certain style of work”.
She explained how she has always worked with rental houses
and likes that way of working: “Don’t let not
owning kit stop you from progressing.”
She also mentioned how the ergonomics
of kit don’t always suit camerawomen well
but she has some self-adapted workarounds.
“I’ve got a shoulder strap I made, as the
bought ones are too wide and don’t work
well for a woman’s build.” She also uses a
hip mount (originally designed for women
carrying babies), which she uses to rest the
camera and for low-slung camerawork.
She explained that it’s “all about getting kit
comfortable enough for you, so you’re not
thinking about the fact your neck or back
are hurting. This is really important and there
should be more aids available – for both men
and women.”
Asked what her tech wish was, she
answered: “A viewfinder that is simple,
has a clear view and is comfortable for my
specific eye”. She would also love “nicely
balanced lenses” that are easy to use on
documentaries.
Her key advice relative to kit is: “Don’t be
afraid of the technology. It’s just a camera; it
isn’t the be all and end all – productions value
JAMES DALBY

Filming for Earth’s Wildest Waters: The Big Fish in Canada

If you’re going to climb a ladder, make
sure it’s leaning up against the right wall!
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Filming a commercial (Visit Guernsey) with the Helicopter Girls

your creative input just as importantly.” Gail also commented
how she thinks technology is currently heading in an exciting
direction, particularly with “the crossover from features into
documentary and natural history” and “the increased use of
beautiful aerial work”.

Trade relations
One of Gail’s top tips relative to networking is: “Go to as many
trade shows and events as you can – and go alone.” Then,
make sure that time invested is useful to you by “logging
information on the people you speak to at the events so that
next time you see them you can strike up a conversation”.
She recommends then trying to maintain the communication:
email them and if possible “progress it into a relationship”.
Another useful piece of advice from Gail is always to have a
business card on you.

In Antarctica for Blue Planet 2
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As well as trade shows, Gail suggested that it’s a great
idea to use downtime in between jobs to visit rental houses
and get familiar with new pieces of kit. “Unfortunately,
in any career, there will be downtime with no work, and
it’s important to learn how to handle that – it’s all part of
the job.”
She also suggests using extra skills to pick up work, e.g.
offering to write a blog for a show you work on, or making
sure people know that you speak another language: “It’ll
help you get more work.”
Finally – and appropriately enough in the context of this
article – Gail mentioned the importance of “learning from
other people in the field”, by watching their behaviour and
just being around them. Very importantly, you should want
to be a “team player” and be happy to “take your time”
in learning. Learning from the bottom is crucial. For those
just getting going in the industry, Gail really likes the term
“junior cameraman/camerawoman” – it shows you’ve had
the experience and are now ready to move on.

Fact File
GTC/IAWF member Gail
Jenkinson works mainly on
wildlife, documentary and
factual shoots. Recent work
includes sequences for the
BBC NHU on Blue Planet 2
and Earth’s Wildest Waters;
commercials and drama for
Discovery and Sky Vision;
underwater sequences for Icon Films’ River Monsters
and Smithsonian’s Secret Life of Arabia. Highly skilled
at working at sea and in extreme environments, Gail
is considered very much a team player.
See more or contact Gail: www.gailjenkinson.co.uk
Tel: +44 7986 711956
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to join, whereas we should be working together and getting
more to enter the industry.” Gail truly believes this is a thriving
and rewarding industry for a woman, advising me: “The main
thing is – although it can be tough – just keep going.”

kit you need; really think it through.” For
Gail, remaining calm in stressful situations
is also key: “Take a breath and look for
the solution – and, remember, you’re not
inserting a scalpel into a brain; at the end
of the day, it’s only TV!”

JENNIFER HILE

If you’re on an expedition, and you’re
carrying gear, you need first of all to keep
your body functioning, clean and dry;
personal care is number one on any job.
Don’t fail because of bodily limitations!
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GTC member Laura Jeacocke is
currently working as a freelance
camera trainee. Whilst studying
for her A-Levels she worked
alongside and was trained by a
number of GTC members. She is
currently enrolled in a one-year
camera operating course at the
NFTS and during this time will
continue to work as a camera
trainee to learn through practical
experience in the world of work. She will be using
this dual approach of studying and working to build
a strong foundation to focus her work around travel,
adventure and natural history documentaries.
Contact Laura on: laura.jeacocke@gmail.com or
www.linkedin.com/in/laura-jeacocke
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